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The ACT Group is a phone call away to service your
pulley and idler needs!!!
Pulleys
These conveyor pulleys are available in both drum and self cleaning wing styles. There are
five classes of drum pulleys: Heavy Duty, Mine Duty, Quarry Duty, Extreme Duty and
Engineered Class. Wing pulleys come in Heavy Duty, Mine Duty, Quarry Duty and
Extreme Duty classifications.

Idlers
These idlers are engineered for CEMA B, C or D applications with an interference fit
between the shaft and the bearing for improved sealing, better stability and longer life.
Available in a wide variety of configurations including: troughing, return, impact, rubber disc
return, self aligning trough, self aligning return, scale quality and live shaft.
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MagneƟc Separators
These magnetic separators are for use in helping to separate tramp ferrous metals from conveyed
material. Most commonly they are suspended above and across the belt pulling metal up and away
from the product flow. Magnetic Separators are available in heavy duty and super duty field strengths
and in manual and self-cleaning configurations. Magnetic pulleys are manufactured to CEMA standards
and can be used in most any head pulley application.

Return Roll Guards
 Patented 180° UHMW Cage provides complete pinch point protection and catches the roll if it breaks
away from the brackets.

 Redesigned UV stable cage has increased slot sizes and new self cleaning slots in the bottom to help






resist material build-up inside the guard.
UHMW will not corrode, resists impact damage and wear from abrasion.
New UHMW side shield totally encapsulates the roll and snaps into place easily and securely using the
provided heavy gauge steel mounting brackets.
Patented slotted steel heavy gauge mounting bracket retrofits to most return rolls without the need to
remove the drop brackets.
Compatible with CEMA B, C, D & E idlers 4”, 5”, 6” & 7” diameter rolls with 1-1/2” and 4-1/2” drop
brackets.
Available in belt widths of 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 54”, and 60”
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